Tea Time in Bali

(Featuring Hoffman California Fabrics’ Green Tea Bali Pops®)

©2009 – All rights reserved. Design and instruction by Larene Smith of The Quilted Button, Mission Viejo, Calif.

Quilt project measures approximately 55½” by 63” upon completion.

**General Information**

All seams are sewn with a ¼” seam allowance.

WOF = width of fabric.

Press seams open to assist with bulk and ease in matching seams.

**Fabric Requirements and Cutting Instructions**

1. **1 pack:** Hoffman Bali Pops® in Green Tea ‘flavor’
   - 1/4 yd.: Hoffman Series 1895 Handpaint in color way 531-Papyrus (or other light green). Cut 6 strips at 1½” x WOF.
   - 2 yds.: Hoffman Bali Batik style #G2188-B-Green (or use another Hoffman Bali Batik in dark green). Cut (3) strips at 4 1/2” x 44” (Top & Bottom Border) – Open the balance of the fabric and fold lengthwise then cut (2) strips at 4 1/2” x 65” (Side Borders) and (4) strips at 2” for the binding.
   - **Backing:** 3½ yds. of your favorite Hoffman Bali Batik; **Batting:** 59” x 66”; **Binding:** included w/yardage for G2188-B-Green

**Special Notions**

Strip Tube Ruler™ (made by Cozy Quilt); a 6½” x 24½” ruler; rotary cutter; cutting mat; scissors, straight pins; thread to match fabric; sewing machine in good working condition.

**Assembly**

**Step 1**
1. Green Tea Bali Pops – Sew (8) sets of FIVE strips together to make new strips of 10½”.
2. Fold the FIVE strip sets in half lengthwise (right sides together with the RAW edges matching) and sew a ¼” seam allowance to create a TUBE.

**Step 2**
3. TUBE 1, 2, 3, 4 – Using the Strip Tube Ruler™, place the “7” line onto the seam line about 1” from the selvage edge and cut the FIRST triangle. Set into STACK 1. Flip the Strip Tube Ruler to the FOLD edge, place the “7” line onto the FOLD and cut the triangle. Set into STACK 2.
4. Continue this process to cut 7 triangles per TUBE.
5. TUBE 5, 6, 7, 8 – Using the Strip Tube Ruler, place the “7” line onto the FOLD and cut the FIRST triangle. FLIP the ruler and continue cutting the triangles. Remember to place triangles into the appropriate STACK.
6. Cut a total of (28) 7” squares for each STACK.

**Step 3**
7. Randomly sew (1) of each square together as shown (Note placement of each square when sewing together). Make (28) sets.
9. Sew (2) of the new sets together. Make (7) columns.
10. Sew the (7) columns together to complete the quilt center. See the quilt picture for placement.

**Step 4**
11. With the Series 1895 (531-Papyrus) Handpaint in (6) 1½” strips, sew all together at the 1½” edge to make (1) continuous strip.
12. Sew to the top and bottom and then the sides to finish the stop border.
13. With the Hoffman Bali Batik G2188-B-Green, sew the 4½” x 44” strips to the top and bottom. Sew the 4½” x 68” strips to the sides to finish the quilt top.
14. Quilt as desired then add 2” strips of Hoffman Bali Batik G2188-B-Green for the binding.

**Final step:**

Jump for joy and sing a song for a quilt well done!